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ABSTRACT

Tersa oil field lies within El Fayum concession west of River Nile in the northeast

portion of the Western Desert Egypt. It is one of the producing fields for Petrosilah

Company in El Fayum concession, the field surrounded by many other productive

fields to the South, Southwest and West directions. It includes eight wells, in an area

of 200 km² with good distribution over the area of study. The field starts production

with the exploratory well Tersa-1X in March 2009 and considered as a discovery well

followed by another discovery NE Tersa-1X well. The field has a several geophysical

and geological challenge at different stages of the development plan represented in

tracking the extension of hydrocarbons pays and expecting the reservoir parameter.

Tersa oil field is considered as a part of Gindi Basin, in which different tectonic

deformation events affect and controlling the potentiality of the area. Structural

geometry configuration through the interpretation of high resolution PSTM-3D

seismic reflection data as well as the available drilled wells which play a good role

to define the different deformation, integrated with the seismic attributes analysis to

better visualize the structural elements and to detect any stratigraphic features in the

area. Structural analysis delineates a great deformation zones in the area, including

a different sets of fault orientation. In addition, the presence of both the strike slip

component and the basin inversion with the presence of stratigraphic features

channel system, which are controlling the reservoir distribution and field

productivity, which is under development phase nowadays.

Seismic interpretation process starts with matching the available well data with

seismic data through creating the synthetic seismogram, four wells used for this

match and to identify the lithostratigraphic units in the area. Seismic interpretation

including picking the main horizon and identifying the structural elements performed

over Tersa field. Mapping the picked horizon in time domain to establish TWT maps,
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analyze the average and interval velocities to be used for the depth conversion

process, and to create a set of depth maps which better describe and representing the

subsurface.

Attributes analysis used for long time to detect and delineate more structural and

stratigraphic features which included in the reflection seismic data, a number of

attributes analysis performed on the 3D seismic data of Tersa oil field including

geometry, physical, Spectral Decomposition and hybrid attributes types. The results

confirmed the structural pattern of the seismic interpretation process in addition,

accumulation of sand channel detected and delineated at Upper and lower reservoir

zones of the Abu Roash “G” Member using the flattened time slices at each level.

Reservoir characterization represents the key for enhanced recovery factor, as a

recent discovered field the well design development plan plays significant role to

preserve the reservoir life time and maximize the productivity. To better

understanding of reservoir condition a petrophysical model is required, in addition it

would demonstrate the relation between the acquired surface seismic data and the E-

logs which recorded along the drilled wells around the field.

Seismic Inversion operation, shows the specific reservoir properties, within the

impedance domain, it is performed through a workflow integrating all available data

into one model, which offer a deep vision into the field potentiality, with the specific

properties of the field data, which enhance and raise the success ratio the plan for

any development operations in future. A post stack Model-Based technique were

applied on the Tersa oil field 3D seismic data, integrated with the recorded sonic,

density and velocity well logs and the main wells in the area. The results show the

acoustic impedance distribution over Tersa oil field for the main reservoirs which

reflect the relation with the isopach maps, sand/shale ratio and density distribution

maps over the main reservoirs. The comparison of the amplitude-frequency spectrum
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between the original seismic data and the inverted seismic data shows and reflects

the effect of the inversion process on the frequency content, the inverted data

extended the seismic data to a lower frequency range. Correlate the results with main

productive wells for each reservoir level to predict the most promising area for

exploration and development.

The work plan tries to reach beyond the conventional development theory, and

to arrive at a delineation for complicated distribution of oil plays with rapid change

of facies at the reservoir level. The planned work tries to suggesting a development

plan to optimize the production rate, tracing the extension of the current discovered

stratigraphic elements and find any other elements, identification of new prospect to

apprise and development of the area of study.
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